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Water Vitaliser

Very simple to install
ON the main water supply

   

         
     

  

Disclaimer:
 
The

 
AQwaVit®Water

 
Vitaliser

 
is
 
not

 
intended

 
to

 
diagnose,

 

treat,
 
heal,

 
alleviate

 
or

 
prevent

 
illness

 
or

 
other

 
disorders.

Consult
 
your

 
doctor

 
with

 
any

 
health

 
problems.

ALL ADVANTAGES

ECOLOGICAL

Vitalised water for people, plants and animals

Better, softer and tastier

Less need for bottled water: cheaper and
more environmentally friendly

Less need for soap and other cleaning products

ENERGETIC

Burdensome energy in the water is 
transformed into supportive energy  

Water pipes become conduits of positive 
energy 

The entire house and environment are 
harmonised 

TECHNICAL

Simple to install yourself, without 
the need for a plumber

No filters

No maintenance needed

Minimum use of electric power

Suitable for all pipes and types of water:
tap, well and rain water

Vitalised water and
a harmonious home environment
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Healthy and vitalised water
and a harmonious home environment
promote vitality in humans, animals
and plants.

The AqwaVit® Water Vitaliser transforms water, 
making it vitalised, soft and delicious. The appliance
also creates a positive energy field in the home, which
harmonises your entire environment. 

THE MEMORY OF WATER

Water contains energetic information. Masaru Emoto
showed with his photographs of water crystals how the
structure of water reacts to both harmonious and
disharmonious influences. Energetic pollution leaves
traces in the water that are harmful to the user.
The AqwaVit® Water Vitaliser removes old energetic
imprints from the water and adds new, harmonious 
energy and information.  

HEALTHIER AND MORE IMMUNE TO STRESS

Water that has been treated with the AqwaVit®Water
Vitaliser has a much higher Bovis level* and a smaller
cluster structure than ordinary water. Therefore it
penetrates more easily and deeper into the body and

AQwaVit®

Water Vitaliser
Vitalised Water
Energetic living in 
a harmonious
environment 

USAGE

Tastier drinking water at home and in the
office
Healthy water for plants and pets
Preparing food with vitalized water
Softer water in the bath and shower

TESTED

In an experiment carried out at Ghent University, soy
sprouts watered with AQwaVit® water grew faster
and more shoots germinated than with ordinary tap
water.

  
    

Soy growth test - Ghent University
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Water treated with AQwaVit® Untreated tap water

circulates better. The water pipes through which the
treated water flows become conduits of positive, 
harmonious energy. Your home is transformed into a
vitalised place that promotes health, peace and 
harmony. This makes you more resistant to various
sources of stress, such as e-smog and geopathic load.  

* The Bovis value is the vibration number of matter. 
A vibration higher than 6500 Bovis gives energy and has a
strengthening influence; a lower level costs energy and has
a weakening influence. Normal tap water has a Bovis level
of 1000 – 3000; with the AQwaVit® Water Vitaliser, this
value rises in the water and the entire environment to 
several million. In other words, a spectacular boost. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The AQwaVit®Water Vitaliser works according to the
principles of quantum physics. The device is simply
placed on the water pipe. There, it creates a harmo-
nious energetic field that is transferred to the water via
the induction coil. This field restructures the water
molecules. The previous energetic information 
dissolves and new, harmonious energy and information
are added. This results in a phenomenal increase in the
energetic value of the water and your environment.

WHAT ABOUT LIME?

Lime remains in the water, but with a finer, softer 
texture that can easily be removed. There is also less
lime scale. Therefore you need less soap and shampoo
and fewer cleaning products. Drink and useDrink and use

tasty and vitalised water tasty and vitalised water 

     

 
 

 

     

Very simple to install
ON the main water supply




